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We know that in composition and after augment or reduplication the laryngeal of a root is lost (KUIPER 1961, 21-31),
e.g. kiptipappi-

*ktHti-

<

*pa-pp-i-

<

but capkbti-

beside papupi-

*-kbti-,

<
<

*pa-PtH-i-

huve but ahve,

with restored

H. Forms of the root kg 'commemorate' and d~ 'pierce' still
have no (stem-)i: capkapmi, capkfdhi, capkbtdt (gdv. capkttya-).
(The laryngeal was reintroduced in sub. capkipan3)
to avoid
*capkpan.)

For capkapmi

the form without laryngeal is confirmed by

Y 58.4 (Old Avestan). With capkbti- compare GAv.
(For the set root cf. NARTEN 1964, 97 on akapi-

capakapamahi
capakapa3pa-.
~am, akapit.)

If it is correct that the root itself originally lost its
laryngeal, the forms with

-i-

must have got it analogically

or they are recent formations. If the

-i-

was later restored,

this might have contributed to the remarkable spread of the
-i-

in the intensives (as forms - from set roots - with and

without

-i-

must have coexisted).

If the root had lost its laryngeal, it is improbable that
the reduplication had one (CeRH-CeR-).
have no instance of capi- (kapi-).

In the case of k~, we

Later introduction of H in the reduplication - and not in
the root - is of course most improbable: there was neither
motivation nor model.
4. Even if the loss of the laryngeal in compounds (etc.)
would not be correct or did not occur with the intensives,
it would still be highly improbable for the reduplication
to have had a laryngeal (CeRH-CeRH-).
As far as I see a final
consonant group is never repeated in the reduplication in any
Indo-European language: we never find more than one consonant.
(Even initially two consonants were not tolerated, though it
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On the other hand the one root for which I found a Greek
cognate with prothetic vowel, mt;j 'wipe' (Gr. omo1"gnumi),
does not have -i- in Vedic. It has ma1"m&j-; ma1"im;jyate
first found in the Brahmanas.

is

I don't think that this refutes my solution. It is easily
understandable that from a root m&j-,

once it had got that

shape, a (new) intensive ma1"mt;j- was made. In general it is
an instance of an old development of which we have not one
old form.

Notes:
1) I consider ,disyllabic:,gt;, ca1"i, tt;, dha, .bhu1", bha, 1"a .
'cry', vad~, sa, stan~, ha; doubtful cal(~), db/dt;, pat(~);
ani!: kaA, nam, nu, yam, yu 'separat~', raj, rap, lap, vac.
svani; anit: kb, krand,
phar;, bht;, vb' Vt;t,'skand,
han.

2) Set: ta, tr, dha,
nu;

pan,

gam,

dra,

dyut,

3) THIEME, 1929, 12f, thinks these forms are thematic injunctives; they could not be subjunctives as the root has zero
grade. Thus HUMBACH 1959'ad 30.8 on GAv. /vaividati/.
However, the latter form is more probably a subjunctive
(INSLER 1975) and 3 sg. (and so subjunctive; LOMMEL 1971,
42 "findet sich ein"). As regards Sanskrit, it is improbable
that there would be no subjunctives at all. (NARTEN 1964,
97, for example, takes carkirama
as subjunctive.)
4) Gr. *dedekhatai,
often cited as evidence for reduplication
with e, is a conjecture for deidekhatai,
which has been
explained by FORSSMAN 1978 (it has intensive reduplication
*dei-dik-)

.
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